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Abstract: In the era of new technologies, Fog computing becomes very popular in today’s scenario. Fog computing paradigm brings a concept that extends cloud computing to the edge and close proximity to the Internet of Things (IoT) network. The fundamental components of fog computing are fog nodes. Additionally, fog nodes are energy efficient nodes. Numerous fog nodes are deployed in the associated fields that will handle the Internet of Things (IoT) sensors computation. Meanwhile, the Internet of Things (IoT) faces challenges, among which energy efficiency is one of the most prominent or critical challenges in the current scenario. However, sensor devices are an energy constraint that creates hotspot during the routing process. For this reason, to handle such constraints, this paper presents an effective hotspot mechanism using fog nodes that demonstrate the routing process and directed the sensors to choose the routing path as selected by the fog node. Moreover, fog node will act as a decision maker node and maintain the energy efficiency of sensors during the routing as fog nodes are energy efficient nodes. As it moves towards the emergency situation, the most appropriate and effective routing approach has been designed who maintain the energy level of sensors will be high during the routing process. The proposed routing technique could be better performance for the sake of efficient routing in terms of energy consumption and prolonging network lifetime.


I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a rigorous growth of the today’s present Internet, which has been changed from giving human interconnection into a network of interconnected devices [1]. Internet of Things (IoT) is a continuously developing system that consistently interconnects an enormous number of heterogeneous, smart devices (things) with the Internet. With this, the association does not expect human-should human or human-to-PC cooperation. IoT was initially presented to the community in 1999 for supply chain management[2], and afterward the idea of "seeming well and good data without the help of human intercession" was broadly adjusted to different fields for example, home, transports, healthcare, environments and agriculture [3], [4]. IoT acquires novel computing and technologies and communication architectures [5]. IoT frameworks can depend on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) for information gathering and their computational abilities might be improved by utilizing cloud and fog/edge computing [6], [7]. Thus, numerous applications and services of IoT have been made; including environmental and health care monitoring, smart homes, smart cities, smart grids, smart energy and smart agriculture [8]. IoT means to make the Internet pervasive and universal, and has the ability to influence numerous parts of clients’ quality of life. In IoT structure, the connected organized heterogeneous devices are normally furnished with sensors, actuators, wireless transceivers, controlling processors, and an energy source (e.g., a battery) to observe their environment and also, send or receive the information. Envisioned applications for IoT traverse an extensive variety of fields and one of the predominant hindrances to actualizing such a self important plan is providing sufficient energy to work the network in an independent way without trading off the quality of service (QoS). In this manner, it is essential to overhaul the energy efficiency and effectiveness of various devices in IoT [9].

A. Energy Efficiency in Internet of Things (IoT)

Energy efficiency is an elemental factor of IoT devices. The principle goal of internet of Things (IoT) is to build the relationship of hardware objects with the physical world furthermore, to change over the information accumulated by these objects into accommodating data with no human guide. The hardware objects are constituted with battery-powered embedded sensors, communication systems, and actuators [10]. The restricted battery energy of hardware components is expended while gathering and transmitting information. The accuracy of the extracted information is higher when more of the data are gathered and collected. But this will cost more energy to be consumed. In view of energy constraints, there is an essential need to keep up a tradeoff between energy consumption by IoT systems and nature of the data extracted. In addition, the IoT resources lifetime relies on availability of the energy. The entire system under observation is affected by loss of energy. Consequently, there is an imperative need to minimize energy utilization for expanding the resources lifetime and improving operation of the IoT systems.
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B. Energy Consumption in Routing

The Consumption of Energy during routing remains a challenge in smart environments because of the restricted battery limit of sensors. Sensors are deployed in the broad range of geographical area through some wireless communication technology. The whole network can get paralyzed, if due to any reasons sensor nodes fail in these areas. Due to some internal reasons or some environmental issues like external physical damage etc, sensor nodes may stop working. Sensor devices by and large run [11] on batteries that are generally difficult to empower once installed, energy efficiency is a fundamental issue for extending the lifetime of network. Sensor based devices will work efficiently if the battery level of sensors is high. They will fail to operate in case of low battery level. Sensors like wearable devices, BP meter, and Biochip transponders on farm animals, vehicles with inherent sensors, Heart monitoring implants and DNA investigation gadgets and so on, gather valuable information with the assistance of different existing advances and after that independently stream the information between different gadgets. These sensor devices are required to be periodically recharged. As the sensors are in working environment, their battery level will get low with time. For recharging, they need to be plugged in with the electrical supply. To deal with such critical conditions, some mechanism for the sensors while considering the energy efficiency of the IoT system will be essentially required.

C. Hotspot Problem

In a typical smart IoT environment, sensors transmit the data with the use of actuators from one sensor to another using fixed static routing. Sensors being inherently battery based systems will fail to operate in case of low battery level. Sensors are not capable to take decision to choose the shortest and efficient path in case of occurrence of hotspot in the routing process. In wireless sensor networks—the hotspot problem means that the sensor nodes closest to the central node are basic for the lifetime of the sensor arrange in light of the fact that these nodes are required to send large number of data than nodes which are further far from the central node [12]. Also, Hotspot deals with the term where one or more sensors face the problem of high heating because most of the data is passing through these associated sensors. If the sensors are provided with the capability to take decisions, they will consume higher energy or battery. Hence sensors cannot be made decision making devices. With the use of fixed static routing, in case of emergency of hotspot occurrence in the system the whole network can shutdown. In order to deal with such type of critical conditions, there must be some mechanism or any another efficient node who will take decision in an efficient manner. Hence, Fog node is used to take decision in such type of critical conditions as fog nodes themselves are energy efficient nodes.

D. Fog Computing

Fog word comes from the concept of Fog computing. Fog computing is the term actually made by Cisco to compute and describe various supporting applications of IoT [13]. Fog computing is the extension of cloud computing or simply fog is a cloud near the ground and enables a new breed of services and applications. The idea of fog computing is proposed to provide cloud like services to the nearby edge devices and also help the conventional cloud computing [14]. In an environment, IoT systems produce unprecedented measures of information that could be of use in lots of ways. The wait brought on by moving information to the cloud for processing and back again to the application is not acceptable in the various latency-based applications [15]. Such a great amount of information send to the cloud for processing, storage and handling, since it would not flexible and soak the network transfer speed. Moreover, Fog computing is just a dispersed computing criterion that gives cloud-like administrations or services close by the edge devices or gadgets. It supports cloud and an edge resource alongside utilizing it does possess foundation. Fundamentally, the technology handles Internet of Things (IoT) information locally by utilizing customers or edge gadgets close clients to transport out a significant limit of capacity, control, communication, setup, and administration. The methodology profits by edge gadgets' closeness to sensors nodes, while using the on-demand adaptability of cloud resources. Fog systems generally use the sense-process-actuate and stream-processing programming models. Sensors stream information to IoT systems, applications running on fog nodes buy in to and process the data, and the acquired bits of knowledge are made an interpretation of into activities sent to actuators. Fog nodes are the fundamental components of fog computing that can be structured and installed [16] in various approaches to best fit the requirements of the various applications of IoT that keep running on them as shown in figure 1.
The physical and topographical situating of fog nodes are set in pecking order, topology, the numbers, protocols, types, and information data transfer capacity limits of the connections between fog nodes, things, and the cloud, the software and hardware plan of individual fog nodes, and how an entire IoT system is coordinated and overseen [17]. Fog nodes include edge routers, access points, and switches, set top boxes, end-user devices and Base Stations etc. In addition, fog nodes can likewise be associated with cloud by Internet so as to utilize the rich computing and cloud storage assets [18]. Fog nodes are processed and stored the data produced by sensors and edge devices. At that point, the remaining valuable data is transferred for storage or next 80 processing to the cloud server. Fog computing serve as greener computing through the joint effort with the conventional cloud computing model and also help cloud computing to play its esteem all the more proficiently [19] [20].

**E. Fog Computing Characteristics**

The structure parameters of both the Cloud and the Fog are computation, storage, and network resources. However, a number of characteristics that describes the role of Fog computing.

**F. Low Energy Consumption Fog Nodes**

In Fog computing environment, Fog nodes are geographically distributed. In this way, it won't produce a large amount of heat because of fixation, and there is no need of additional cooling framework. Furthermore, Fog nodes help to reduce power consumption, diminishing cost, and also saving energy in fog computing paradigm. Fog computing gives greener computing standard. Moreover, as it is worked out, the energy utilization of the worldwide Internet of Things (IoT) will turn into an extreme issue. Likewise, numerous things or items, including sensors, advanced mobile phones, etc, will have energy limitations forced by their size, weight, and internal battery limit. Fog methods can help with such these limitations. Smart agriculture is one of the illustration use case with significant energy requirements. In farm, it may have several sensors dispersed all through its fields estimating soil moisture, crop health and developing conditions and looking for indications of pests. Furthermore, sensors are frequently battery power-driven and truly energy obliged in IoT. In this scenario, sensors periodically awake, get a few readings, send the crude information to the fog utilizing a low-control radio connection and backpedal to low-power rest mode. Fog permits the sensor system to utilize to great degree low-power methods, and deals with the energy-escalated calculation and WAN capacities for their benefit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work of existing routing techniques and frameworks. Proposed approach design is displayed in Section 3. Section 4 presents results and discussion of proposed work. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses some future work.

**II. RELATED WORK**

Some of the issues have been observed in the existing works of Sensors Routing in IoT. In paper [21] proposed an energy efficient technique for IoT applications which is based on three variables to find the best next hop in routing process. Provides the platform [22] to improve the energy efficiency of various smart gadgets and also introduces the genetic algorithm for clustering. A simulation result shows on the basis of energy consumption, end-to-end delay, bit error rate, and throughput. In [23], proposed an energy harvesting sensor networks novel routing algorithm that works to maintain the energy consumption, network lifetime and also introduce an energy harvesting sensor networks outline on methodology of an optimal power control to optimize the outage probability for bidirectional sub-channels in this scheme. In [10], proposed an energy efficient architecture of IoT which consists of three layers that are used to enhance the energy efficiency of sensor nodes based on some parameters and also enhanced asset usage of cloud assets. In paper [24] introduced the framework that is also based on three layers that is very suitable for the utilization of IoT resources and the energy consumption. Paper [25] ensures to save the sensor nodes to make sure minimal power cost and comparatively low residual
energy during this data relay process. It emphasizes on maximal network life and minimal energy consumption in this process. Paper [26] provides a method called Delay Iterative Method (DIM) that is used for estimating delay and also provide the solution to take no notice of reliable paths in this system. In paper [27] a cluster based aware energy routing that is used to expand the system throughput by diminishing the end-to-end delay, less packet drop proportion and enhancing system lifetime. In [28] SGEAR can provide stable routing decisions for sensor nodes and the energy of the system can at present consume uniformly and also this is more appropriate and draws out the lifetime of Wireless Sensor Networks when it is joined with sleeping scheduling scheme in this algorithm. In this paper [29], a scheme has been proposed that is used to stable the network load by concentrating on node residual energy and target is to sort out maximal system use, while keeping end-to-end delay underneath an endorsed limit likewise, it estimates the single-hop postponement at relay node for every transmission and also enables the relay nodes to utilize as it were the adjacent or neighborhood channel data and evaluated postponements to route the packets in this scheme.

Researchers have been focused on various parameters of sensor routing in existing work. Moreover, as per the existing works, research effort has been implemented and analyzed through sensors routing and solving the problems in terms of network lifetime, bit rate ratio, end-to-end delay and throughput to save the network energy of nodes. None of the researchers have been focused on dynamic sensor routing with energy efficient mechanism using fog computing. Fog computing can be employed to optimize network bandwidth and also maintain the energy efficiency of fog nodes. For this reason, this paper focuses on the dynamic hotspot mechanism for sensor routing based on fog nodes. However, Fog nodes will help to manage the sensor routing with an energy efficient manner as fog nodes are energy efficient nodes.

## III. PROPOSED WORK

The conventional routing techniques are not prepared to fulfill the necessities of the present situation as they lack in fundamental requirements like energy consumption, network cost, etc. To clarify the issue of conventional routing techniques, there is a need to develop an energy efficient technique. Moreover, for the development of energy efficient technique, the following points should be considered for the progress of sensor routing:

1. **The energy consumption of sensors will be high when the sensors’ capacity to take decisions increases.** With the use of more energy, the battery level will get low with time. This can create network performance-related problems in the system or shut down the entire system. In this manner, it is essential to make suitable tradeoff between least energy utilization and maximum system or network lifetime. However, In order to deal with this critical condition, there must be some corrective mechanism in the network or an alternate node that will take decisions in an efficient manner in the sensors’ routing process. Fog node is an energy efficient node that can take decisions in such a type of critical condition.

2. **Several Energy Efficient routing algorithms are available but the limitation of most of these is that fixed static routing is used and in case of any hotspot occurrence between network sensors, the entire network might shut down.** As the sensor devices have energy constraints and researchers have always been wanting to maintain the sensors’ energy level for longer periods of time. In existing works sensors’ routing is fixed. To make the sensors’ routing more effective and energy efficient, a dynamic decision - making node is needed, which will direct how a sensor will route to the next sensor in the routing process. If any hotspots between sensors occur due to some internal or external environment issues then the routing process will not be possible. The possible solution of the hotspot problem is to place additional energy efficient nodes which will take the decisions to choose other shortest paths between the sensors nodes. This is where our work comes into play and proposed energy efficient routing of sensors is the main difference from the previous works.

In this proposed work, we focused on the most effective and energy efficient routing technique. In this technique, to achieve our goal, an Energy-Efficient Fog Node will act as a decision- maker node which will efficiently decide to route in which direction the sensors will route in the network. The sensors will dynamically communicate with fog nodes which will direct the sensors to route on which best direction choosing the shortest path. Subsequently, the sensors will route according to the paths selected by the Fog nodes as shown in figure.3.
By using Fog node some delay will be created in case of emergency conditions or situations while the network will continue to work efficiently in absence of emergency conditions. However, emergency situations need negligible latency. To achieve this proposal, the system is designed in such a way so as to work according to the current status of the system as shown in figure 4.

a. If Emergency occurs, then the system will go through the fixed shortest route i.e. it will work according to default operation.

b. But in case of non-emergency situation, the system will work according to the dynamic shortest route with an energy efficient fog node.

At time T,

Allocate Fog Node FN
When FN triggers,
Emergency then,
Default operation.
Otherwise
Dynamic shortest route
using fog node.

IV. EXPECTED OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION

The proposed work demonstrates the energy efficient technique that will handle routing in a very efficient manner. The outcomes of this technique will be evaluated through various parameters. Based on these parameters fog nodes will choose an efficient path and direct the sensors to route on the best direction that will be energy efficient. In this whole scenario, when it moves an emergency situation the fog node will trigger to check whether the emergency or not. If an emergency occurs then the sensor nodes will work accordingly set as previously existing techniques i.e. sensor node to sensor node data communication. But in case of the non-emergency situation, the sensor node will communicate to the next sensor node as directed by fog node that will be energy efficient, the same as fog nodes are energy efficient nodes. However, this new dynamic method based on fog node will lead to the low energy consumption of the whole system.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the concept of fog node that handles the sensor routing to improve the energy efficiency of the IoT sensors nodes which are deployed in any environment. This method improves the energy efficiency of various sensor nodes and also maintains the network lifetime of the existing networks. This paper focuses on the routing process of sensors deployed in different regions. The processing of routing is handled by fog node as acting as a decision maker node. Fog node will direct the sensors to route on which direction in routing. Moreover, this will lead to the avoidance of hotspot occurrence and maintain the energy efficiency of the network.
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